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avalanche detector will result in a larger gain, until the breakdown voltage Vbr is reached.  For bias voltages larger than  i4970 TD
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would expect the shape of Id to closely match the shape of the photocurrent I-V, which is determined almost 
exclusively by the multiplication of photo-excited carriers from the InGaAs.  The absence of any apparent dark current 
multiplication until just before breakdown suggests that perimeter leakage currents dominate the dark current behavior 
in linear mode.  We have confirmed for devices ranging from 25 µm to 1 mm taken from the same wafer that for 
sufficiently large diameters (i.e., 1 mm), bulk leakag
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iterations of  1.55 µm SPADs (cf. Figure 5 above), and this most recent set of devices shows improvement of more
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energy level Etrap―
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this critical hold-off time is related to the characteristic de-trap time τd.  To the extent that detrapping is thermally 
induced, τd  can be reduced by operating at higher temperature, albeit at the expense of increased background DCR.  
 
One of the most critical factors influencing afterpulsing is the total number of carriers that flow during an avalanche. 
The number of trapped carriers per avalanche is generally proportional to this total charge flow, and the probability of 
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gate repetition rate.  Modeling of the afterpulsing behavior gives a good description of the afterpulsing effects seen in 
the dependence of DCR on hold-off time.  We also show that 
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